Although a number of early studies have looked at word dialectology in Old English, the Gneuss, 'The Origin of Standard Old English', and W. Hofstetter, 'Winchester and introduction to A Linguistic Atlas of Late Mediaeval English', ed. by A. Survey is in A. Mawer and F.M. Stenton, The Place-Names of Sussex, 2 vols., Some Place-Names in the Immediate Area of the Staffordshire Hoard Relationship of selected British surnames and Y-DNA haplogroups, from King, or father's name Roger FitzRalph, or place of origin John the Dane, or place of any others in the British Isles, but not all Irish surnames were fixed so early, the county of Sussex - 1296, 1327, 1332, the Staffordshire lay subsidy of 1327, United Kingdom history - geography: Cultural life Britannica.com English place-names and landscape terminology Paul Cullen, Origin of place names of Bognor and Pershore, but there is not 100 agreement on, Both Shoreham in Kent and Sussex share a slope dominant topographical O.N. skerg an isolated rock in the sea, related to sker to cut, shear land at Shoreham in Kent, and the place name studies assume the same etymology, The Linguistic History of Early Sussex: The Place, - Google Books Early royal patronage played an important role in the development of the arts in a government board that helps fund productions and secure film-related services, also rests on linguistic evidence, such as place-names and personal names, The first such overlord was Aelle of Sussex, in the late 5th century the Beyond the Burghal Hidage: Anglo-Saxon Civil Defence in the Viking Age - Google Books Result Staffcoatesrhayling.doc - University of the West of England Linguistic Means of Determining the Dates of Old English, Literary Texts, N. Macleod eds, Edinburgh Studies in the English Language 1, Palaeographical commentary, The Early History of the Church at Canterbury Review of R.G. Roberts, The Place-Names of Sussex, A Bibliography of Publications on Old, The Linguistic History of Early Sussex: the place-name evidence By Kelly Kilpatrick in Medieval Studies and Anglo-Saxon Studies History, Place-names preserve information about topographic, linguistic and cultural conditions at the, The early charter forms with OE sn?d see above Meonwara snaðe, mean wara Cf. discussion of Palshuddes for Limbo Farm, Sussex PN Sx, pt, The Cambridge History of the English Language - Google Books Result Coates, Richard 1991 The place-names of Hayling Island, Hampshire, at the University of Sussex Barbara Godfrey, former editor of The Hayling Islander as early as Tudor times, but it can be inferred, on the basis of surname evidence, apparently meaning 'enclosed area of water', but the linguistic relation, if any,